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Rules for  Problem Solving

(From Couple Therapy in Practice)

Phase 1: Before problem solving

1. Hold your problem solving until underlying issues have become clear and (hopefully) less 

intense.

2. Pick a time free of distractions, when you both have the emotional energy that will be 

required.  Neither of you should start out upset.  Limit the discussion to no more than 60 

minutes per session.  

3. Limit yourself to one problem, or if the problem is large and complex, try to break it down 

into components.  Consider carving out a piece of the problem to see if you can make 

progress on that.  

4. Commit to following the rules for difficult conversations, including to be calm, curious, 

humble and helpful.

5. Verbalize your overarching goal of strengthening your relationship.

Phase 2a: Formula for simple problems

6. If the problem is minor, use the following short formula: 

a. Start with a soft start-up—a compliment or recognition of the other person’s 

perspective.  Example: “I like it when you hold me when we watch TV,” or, “I 

know holding hands doesn’t do much for you,” mentioned before you ask for more 

physical affection in other situations.  If you can’t say something positive related to 

the complaint, say something positive about the person or your relationship. 

b. State your problem/request. 

c. Ask, “What could we do about this?”
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d. If you don’t like your partner’s proposed solution, don’t merely criticize it; instead, 

thank your partner for that proposal, state your reasons for disagreeing, and ask for 

another proposal.

e. Repeat until you are satisfied.

Phase 2b: Problem definition

7. Work hard to define the problem clearly.  State your goals prior to getting bogged down 

debating the pros and cons of possible solutions.  

8. When defining the problem be clear about when, where, and under what circumstances the 

problem occurs, ideally defining your complaint in behavioral terms.  

9. When defining the problem be clear about why it is important to you.  This goes beyond 

merely stating the behavioral basics.  

10. When defining the problem be clear about how important or how relatively insignificant it is 

to you.  Consider using a scale from one to ten.  

11. At the conclusion of this problem definition phase, write the problem down.  

Phase 3: Brainstorming

12. After defining the problem, brainstorm to come up with possible solutions.  When doing this, 

clearly separate “inventing” from “deciding.”  Allow yourselves to be creative and playful.  

Try hard to create an atmosphere where even impossible or ridiculous “solutions” can be 

heard.  There should be no “ownership” of proposed ideas, as in, “John, I’m surprised to hear 

you suggest that [stupid] idea!”  Try to invent some solutions that meet both partner’s needs, 

since this will demonstrate your basic understanding of what is at stake.  

13. Write down all possible options.  
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14. Wait until you have listed all the solutions you can imagine before discussing the relative 

merits of any solution.  

15. When relevant paraphrase each other’s suggestions.  

16. Do not limit yourself to what you can think of at the moment.  Consider consulting outside 

experts, self-help books, friends or family who have faced a similar problem, or other data 

sources relevant to brainstorming.  

Phase 4: Evaluating options and working towards agreement 

17. Review your options and discuss pros and cons.  Include a review of your prior experiences 

with the various options, together with the experiences of others who have faced similar 

problems.  

18. Look for opportunities based in your differences.  

19. In complex situations, have someone compose a “one text solution” to serve as a basis for 

continued discussion.  

20. Invite your partner to convince you of the superiority of his or her solution.  Reserve the right 

not to be persuaded.  Explain your reservations, and say what would persuade you.  

21. Ask what, if anything, would persuade your partner to accept your solution.

22. Ask what standards are relevant to a “principled solution.”  

23. If no shared solution appeals to both of you, suggest a compromise.  When doing this be 

wary of conceding too much (“soft negotiating”) or asking for too much, since either course 

routinely creates resentment and noncompliance due to unfairness.  

24. If you are having trouble reaching a compromise, point out the costs of not doing so.  

25. If no compromise is possible, agree to follow one person’s solution for a specified time.  

26. Do not accept a solution that you feel is extremely unlikely to work or last.  
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27. Do not accept a solution that will make you or your partner inordinately angry or resentful.  

28. Do not accept a solution that you do not intend to carry out.  

29. Establish criteria for evaluating success, and discuss them before finalizing your plan.  

While details for success will vary with the situation, partners should keep in mind that 

successful agreements should (1) meet the legitimate interests of the parties; (2) resolve 

conflicting interests fairly; (3) improve or, at minimum, not damage the relationship; (4) 

take the interests of others outside the couple into account; and (5) prove durable (criteria 

modified from Fisher et al.,1981/2011).  

30. Set a time limit after which you will reconvene to assess outcomes.  

31. Be clear that you both understand the negotiated solution: write it down and have both state 

it out loud.  In some cases, have the partners sign a formal agreement.

32. Review how the problem solving meeting went.  

Phase 4b: What to do if there is still no agreement 

33. Consider the alternatives for both of you should you not reach an agreement, your BATNAs 

(best alternative to a negotiated agreement).  

34. When you reach your limit, instead of saying, “Enough is enough,” which usually makes 

matters worse, summarize the situation as you see it, including what actions you will take in 

the absence of an agreement, and the likely consequences of no resolution.  

Phase 5: Trial period and follow-up evaluation 

While conducting an assessment seems obvious, my experience is that it is often 

neglected as couples move too quickly either to muddle along without discussion, or conclude 

that the solution they have tried should be scrapped.  Careful review, by contrast, not only allows 

couples to learn from experience, it allows them to work more as a team, tackling an external 
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adversary that may not be defeated on the first attempt.  

35. Reward and encourage each other for carrying out the plan.  

36. Assess your results.  Assess your results using the criteria you agreed on previously.  If you 

didn’t discuss formal criteria before, now is a good time to work them out based on what you 

have experienced.  When evaluating, don’t be too hard on yourselves.  Many plans fail the 

first few times they are tried.  Rather than being required to be perfect from the start, people 

need permission to make mistakes and refine solutions as they go along.  Avoid condemning 

each other for ideas that didn’t work.  Remember that if this had been an easy problem to 

solve, you would not be engaging this formal process.  

37. Allow several attempts before you determine success or failure.  

38. Revise your plan based on what you have learned.  

 


